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Bomb Case Deflections Under Stacking Loads

by

J. T. Gandy, B.So. (Eng), A.M.I.Hech4Z

S1TwH'~ARY

To determine the maximum safe stacking height for any -particular
bomb it is necessary to know the rate of deflection of the bomb case
under the transverse compressive loads obtained in stacking.

In this note, compression tests on bomb cases are analysed and
the maximum deflections (change in diameter -of. case) to be expected
under stacking conditions are stated for the following stores :-

Bombs H.E., A/C, G.P., 250 lb, 500 lb and 1000 lb.

Bombs H.E., A/C, M.C., 250 lb, 500 lb and 1000 lb.

Bombs H.E., A/C, A.P., 2000 lb.

The maximum deflections given enable a safe stacking height to be
deduced for each store from a knowledge of the maximum allowable
dittubanoe of filling.
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I Introduotion

1. Information on bomb case deflections dring stacking was required
for the following stores.

Bombs H.E., ACG.P., 250 lb, 500 lb and 1000 lb.
Bombs HiE., A/C, M.C., 250 lb, 500 lb and 1000 lb.
Bombs H.E., A/C, A.P. j 2000 lb.

1.2 The load deflection rate for the bomb case under the transverse
compressive loads due to stacking is a principal factor in determining

the maximum height of stacking for a particular bomb. This note describes
coupression tests carried out to determine the most severo deflections of
ot* b balano %ith the above tre under the loads due to s)dg.
10.1bg thm" VOINts 1A 0aWUlet with & i ed of ts- =.&;al
able disturbance of the filling, it is possible to defUce a safe staaldg
height for each store. No attempt is made to state safe stacking heights
in the present note.

1.3 Relevant details, from the manufaturing drings, of the varioum
marks of the stores (para.1.1) which have been considered are given in
Appendix I.

2 Stores selected for test

2.1 The above stores (para. 1. 1) can be arranged in two groups:

(a) Those up to 12.9 ins. external diameter.

(b) Those between 12.9 ins. and 17.5 ins. external diameter.

From considerations of thickness and length of case the store in
group (a) having the least resistance to transverse compressive loads
is the 500 lb N.C. bomb, and the corresponding store from group (b) is
the 1000 lb N.C. bomb. Tests were therefore applied to an empty 500 lb
N.C. bomb case and to an empty 1000 lb X.C. bomb case to determine the
greatest deflections obtainable -hen stacking bombs from either group.

2.2 Relevant details of the two specimens tested as given on the
manufacturing drawring are as follows:

500 lb N.C. bomb case:

External diameter: 12.9 ins., at mimum section
Thickness of case: 0.285 ins. mininnzm
Overall length of case: 42.0 ins.

1000 lb N.C. bomb oase:

External diameter: 17.5 ins. at maximum section
Thickness of ease: 0.480 ins. udniim
Overall length of case: 50.15 ins.

2.3 Each specimen case was tested with the fuze pocket and plug in
position at the fcrard end and with the end plug in position at the
rear end. As already stated, the tests were applied to emty bomb cases.

SECUf y 41-
-3- ICTED
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3 Tests synlied

3.1 The tests were based upon the 'conditions of storage where bombs are
stacked in layers with intervening battens of wood as shown in Fig. 1.
The battens are assumed to. have negligible stiffness so that in elevation
the stack must consist of rows and columns with the weight of each column
of stores transferred vertically.to the two battens whioh support the
,'hole stack.

3.2 The two specimens were tested by applying equal and opposite loads
in a testing machine as shown in Fig. 2. The loads were applied through
2 ins. square mild steel blocks having flat faces in contact with the
ease. Each specimen was subjected to two tests. In the first test loads
wore applied near one end of the case and in the second test loads were
applied in a plane near the suspension lug about half way along the
parallel part of the body. Tho exact positions of loading are given in
the Appendices II and III with the test rosults.

.3 Tho intqMal facrnts of leadiwef based uporr the approximate
maximum load on one of two battens arranged in typical positions and
supporting a single bomb. In the tests on the 500 lb M.C. bomb case the
maximum load on a batten due to one bomb was taken to be 261.5 lb and
the corresponding load with the 1000 lb .O., bomb was taken as 612 Lb.
Thus, on this basis, the maximum contact load on one of two battens sup-
porting 10 tiers of 500 lb M.C. bombs was assumed to be 261.5 x 10 = 2165 lb.

3.4 Deflections were measured as changes in the diameter of the case bydial indicators arranged at opposite orners of the travelling heed, of the
testing machine as shown in Fig. 2.

4 Results of tests

4.1 The loads applied in the tests and the corresponding deflections are
recorded in Appendices II and III. Deflections are everywhere given as
changes in diameter in the direction of the applied loads.

4.2 When the two tests (para.3.2) on each specimen were completed a small
portion of the case surrounding each loading point was out out and the
thicknesses t I a, t 2 measured. In the plane near the suspension lug, in
which the loads were applied in the second test, portions of each case
were also cut out and the thicknesses t and t measured at positions
equidistant from the loading points. (se Fig. 1 Appendix II and Fig.1

Appendix III). The results of these measurements are recorded in the
Appendices II and III with the test results.

5 Deflections with minimum thicknesses of case

5.1 The thickness of case of the specimens tested measured in the planes
of loading (para.4. 2) was everywhere greater than the corresponding mini..
thickness specified on the manufacturing drawings (para.2.2). It is nooes-
sary to obtain a corretion factor for each sot of results by which the
observed deflection, y, can be multiplied to give the corresponding
deflection, y , whioh would have been obtained with a ease of minimgn
thickness. the oorreotion factor factor is denoted by kI , say, then

y = ky(i)

5.2 An approximate value for k I (para.5.1) can be derived on the assump-
tion that the ratio of the deflections y and ye produced by equal and
opposite loads W applied in the same manner to two different bomb oases,
one of a ncc-uniform thickness and the other of uniform thickness to but
otherwise similar, is the same as the corresponding ratio for loads applied
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in the same Wato'. circ~a'a.Yriugs 6f uniform vri&th and of correspondaing
thicknesses -and diaueter .. This assumption,,appears satisfaotdry, -or those
tests inwhi.h. the .;oaV' e,& repliebd" as sm in FigO1 Appodix-. .-Iand-
Fig i Appendix, III; :1i4,a ,rplane ,,near thd,,s.opension,lug away from 'the.
onenstraint of the'ends; of' he.,.as¢.. .

5.3' A further assumption is required with regard to the variation of the
thicknes's of the. case in- the plane of londing betwewa, the points at, which4
the thickness ves me.&sured. .Here it is,.assmed-. that -the thiclqiess., measured
at any' one of two or four points in .a. plane of loading extended circum-
ferentially, in the same plane, to positions halfway .to. the-adjcent .points ]
on either side as indicated in Fig. I Appendix II and Fig. I Appendix III
wher6 al.- ac4 denote arcs ovorWhich the thicknesses ti ...
respectively viere assumed to extend.

5.4 On the foregoing assumptions (paraa.5.2 and 5 3) , if he.,thi tknesses
tj and t 2 are knov, only at the loading points the correction factor to b-e
applied is'

k, . (2)4
.to3(ti - 3 + t2-3)

where to is the least thickness 6f cas& allowed by the manufacturing
toleranocs.. If, in. addition, the thicknesses t3 and t4,are known at two
positor.in, the plane of. loading .equidi stant from the loading points at
which ti and t2 are measured then the (more accurate) correction factor is

kc2 to 3 [1.47(t -3 + t. 3 ) + t_3 + t -3 .

anr o rin oof uniformwdh
The derivation of' ki and k2, alog iy with 'a,. ciroularigounfr dt
is. given .in' Appendix IV. ..

5.5 The deflections obtained in each test have been drrected to minimum
thic kaess of case by the appropriate factor ki or k2 as indicated and the
corrected deflections are recorded with the. observed deflections in the
Appendices II and III.* The resulta of test 2 on each spe are. also
shown plotted in Fig.1, Appen dix II and Fig.'1, Ap -edlx III.

5.6 The oorrection to minimum thi!c,@osS.Q? "case are only require..in'
alying .the t ept results to. the 'K. ombs. Th.,est results have. eh
applied directly to the other stores w41hich all have'a: spedied' m.irm "
thickness of case greater then the thickness of the corresponding test '
specimen.

6 Discussion

6.1 In the 'first and second of the two tests carried out on each specimen
the loads were applied in planes (1) near the end of the body and (2) in
the region of the suspension lug, near the mid-length position respectively.
The purpose of the first test was to check that there would be no unusually
large deflections due to end effects but, as was expected, the deflections
near the ends were less severe than those 'obtained near the suspension lug.
Although the conditions of loading, particularly in the second test on each
specimen, were more severe than in practice (paras.3.1 and 6..2) the deflec-
tions obtained in the second tests"' app'ared sufficiently sDll to form a

-5- :1
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basis for the determination of any practicable stacking height. The
results: of the, second tests were also considered to be of more general

applicitiOn eoalso the loads were applied in planes away.from the end-
offeots- , p ll'ar: to ,the speoimens chosen for topt. " Attention was th ere-.;
fore condentratod on the results of the'seco'nd of the two tests on eoh
specimon nd a more accurate correction ftctde for miinimftm thiCoaeigs of'
case (para.5.4) was obtained by measuring tIh ease thickness in the plene-
of loading'at .four points instead of two...

6. 2,'.in, applying the r'e~ults pfthe second, te sts (test 2Appendix II and'
It "'Appendx III) to practical oonditions of "tadking it should be
niqted that the test conditions were more severe t I in practice in the

followig particulars:

(a) 'The* oads were applied in the tests through'.2 ins. square steel'
blocks with flat faces in contact with the bomb ease whereas in
Oeot~oe ' oa battenis are usad, amea11y of large- aectirL than

(b) In the second test on each specimen (test 2 Appendix II and
test 2 Appendix III) ,the loads were applied in the region of the
suspension lug nqAr th.. ddle of the case whereas in practice
battens are placed nearer the ends where the ease is stronger.

(c) Equal and opposite loads were applied in the tests whereas in
practice the total upper and lower contact loads on opposite
sides of the bomb case differ by the weight of onc bomb.

(d)' EmP'ty omb cases were tested whereas in practice* the 6ase is
'. partially supported against compressive loads by the filling.

6.3 Over the range covered by the tests the deflection of the case of
the lowest bomb appears to be a lizear function of the number of tiers in
the, stack' and theperm~nbt set kft the-application of the maximm load
is sma4 in all the tests applied.

6.4 From the test results plotted in Fig.I Appendix II and Fig.I
Appendix III it is concluded that the deflection (change in diameter) of
the lowest bombs in a stack wrill not exceed the v4.uea given in Table I
(p.7) which are obtained from the test results in accordance with paras.
5.5 and. 5.6 a* follows:

The defl ctidns given for the 250 1b, 500.1b and 1000 lb G.P. bombs
are taken, respectiveily, as half the actual deflections and the actual
deflections from Fig. I Appendix II and the actual deflection from Fig. I
Appendix -III. T~ie deflections given for the 250 lb, 500 lb and 1000 lb
MX. bombs and the 2000 lb A.P . bomb are taken, respectively, as half the
corrected deflepctions and the"Cortacted deflections frm Fig. 1 Appendix 'II
and, the6.oore ., ed' deflebtiohis and twice the -actual defleotion from 7ig I
Appendix III . .,

/table

. :

.. ~ I
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Table I

Maxi mum deflection of-bomb cases in staolng ,
(Based upon. 'thotost results appliod to the stores

listed in Appendix I),

Maximu i deflection (change in diameter)-
of lowest bomb case in stack

*Number t __~ tc
of tiers 250 lb 500 lb 1000 lb 2000 lb 250 lb 500 lb 1000 lb
-in stack G.P. G.2. - 1.P. -A.P. M.C. JL C. .c.

bomb bomb bomb bomb bomb bomb bomb

ins. ins. ins i hs ins. ins. ins.

8 o ., oj.2 0.01
10 0.002. 0,o0.36 :0.012, Q-924 0.005 J. 0.010 0.02
12 0,0036 o.0073 0.018 0.o036 0.010 0.020 0.01

0,0055 0,011 .O.O2. O.8 0015 0.050 O.010
I 0o0073 0. O 0.030 0.060 0.020 0.040 o.052

18 0.0091 0.0181 0.036 0.072 0.025 0.050 o.062
20 0.0109 0.0218 0.042 o.084 0.030 0.060 0.072
22 0.0127 0.0254 0.0 48 -0.096 0.035 0.070 0.082
24 0.0145 0.029 0.054 0.108 0.040 0.080 0.093
26 0.0163 0.0327 0.060 0.045 0.090 0.103
28 0.0181 0.0363 0.066 .0.050 .0.100 0.113
30 0.020 0.040 o0.072 0 055 ' 0. 110 :ob 23
40 0.029 0.058 0.102 0.080 o.160 0.174
50 0.038 0.076 0.132 0.105 0.210 0.225
60 o. 161 0.276

6.5 The practical height of any bomb stack is limited by one or more of

the following considerations:

(I) Height of revetments in open storage.

(2) Height of capacity of lifting tackle.

(3) Strength of floor or foundation.

(4) Height available (e.g. in hold of ship).

It is unlikely that the maximum height will ever exceed 20 ft which,
with allowances for the thicknesses of the intervening battens
corresponds roughly to the maximum number of tiers indicated in Table II.

Table II

Approximate maximum number of tiers in a bomb stack 20 feet high

Type of Bomb Approximate maximum number of tiers in 20 ft

250 lb G.P. 20
250 lb M.C. 20
500 lb G.P. 16
500 lb M.O. 16

1000 lb 0.P. 12
1000 lb M.O. 12
2000 lb A.P. 14

-7-
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7 Conclusions

7. 1 Assuming 20 ft as the maximum height of stack it is seen from
Tables I and II that the respective maxinm deflections (,hange in
diameter) of the bomb oases, will not exceod:

0.011 ins. and 0.030 ins. for the 250 ib G.P. and 250 ib M.C. bombs.

0.015 ins. and O.04.O irs. for the 500 lb G.P. and 500 lb M.C. bombs.

0.018 ins. and 0.0310 ins. for the 1000 lb G.P. and 1000 lb MX0. boMbs.

0.048 ins, for the 2000 lb A.P. bomb.

These deflections are probably greater than the actual deflections

20 ft high.

Attached: Drgs. Sk. Arm.45579 to 45581
Detachable Abstract Cards

Advance Distribution:

D Arm RD(Air)
Sec, OB - 6
TPA3/M IB - 60
RD Arm 4

Library.

Armament Dept - 29

!-8
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List of Symbols

a ins. - Radius of circular ring.

c - A constant such that Elo  cto3 , ElI  ct1
3, dto.

E lb/in 2  - Young's Modulus of elasticity.

Io ins.
4  - Moment of inertia of cross section of a ring of Unit width

and thickness to.

tI, t2 ins. - Thickness of bomb case or circular ring at opposite loading
points.

t3, t4 ins. - Thickness of bomb case or circular ring at points midiey
between the applied loads in the plane of loading.

to, izw. H num thikness of bomb case as speoifted on the
manufacturing dr arings.

y ins. Observed deflection - change in diameter - of a bomb case
due to equal and opposite. loads W, measured. along the line
of action of W. Also the deflection (change in diameter)
of a circular ring due to equal and opposite loads W
measured along the line of action of W.

Yo ins. - Deflection - change in diameter - of a bomb case of the
specified minimum thickness due to equal and opposite
loads W.

Ho lb - Tangential thrust in the circular ring at the point A
(Fig. 3).

V0 lb - Radial shear force in the circular ring at the point A
(Fig.3).

M o lb ins. -Bending moment in the circular ring at the point A (Fig.3).

M lb ins. - Bending moment.

, Radians - Angle measured around the circular ring from the origin A
(Fig.5).

U lb ins. - Strain energy stored.

W lb - Equal and opposite loads applied to a bomb cae (Fig.2)
or to a circular ring (Fig.3)

- Arcs over which thicknesses tl--t 4 respectively extend.

kl 2 correction factor used when the thickness of
to 3 (t1-

3 + t2-3) the specimen case is known only at the two
loading points. Using ki, yo is given byyo = kjY"

k2 = 4.97 correction factor used Nwhen
3rj -. 3\ -3 + t4-3] the thickness of the specimen

t3L.47t 1 - + t2  t3 - + t 4 j case is knom at the two

loading points and also at
two points midway between
them. Using k2, Yo = k2y.

-9-
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APPMEDIX I

Details of Bombs Considered

External
diameter I Least

Description of at LThickness Leio oth of
Bomb maximum of Case Body Construction of Body

section ins. ins.
ins.

250 lb G.P. Xk.4 10.2 0.52 27.6 Cast steel

500 lb G-.P. h'c.4 12.9 0.72 36.4 Cast steel

1000 lb G. . Mk. 1)
" t t i .t 2) 16.0 0.75 50.75 Cast steelIt It It E .3)

11 :4 approx.

250 lb M-. -1. 12 l Mk. 2) 10.2 0.3 27.5 Cast steel

500 lb M1.0. I.1 12.9 0.285 42.0 [Fabricated steel
M " " .2 0. 285 40.9 Forged steel
" 3 0.42 40.9 Cast steel
" 4 " 0-42 36.35 i

" " Mk.6 0.285 42.0 Body similar to M. 1
" " " Mk. 7 " 0.285 41.95 " " " l.2

" it I c. 8 0.42 40.9 Cast steel

Mk.9 " 0.42 36.35 " t
" Mk.10 12.75 0.35 43.75 Forged steel, solid nose
" " " k. 13 12.9 0.285 42.0 Fabricated steel

1000 lb M.C. Mk. 1 17.5 0.48 50.15 Cast steel
to to It k 2 17.5
St " k. 3 16.0 0.60 53-32 Forged steel

2000 lb A.P. Nk.2* )13.5
"t "t "I Mk.3* 13.5 1.79 76.95 Forged steel

- 10 -
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~APPTD IX I£

Results of Tests applied to 500 lb M.C. Bomb Bod.y

Table I

Testi - Loads applied in the plane_ 9..Q ins, forwards
of suspension lug

2341 Equivalent Observed deflection, y, Corresponding deflection,

Load number of (change in diameter) due y , Tdith minimum thickness

i2 ters to the application of' W. o? case = kly = 4.2y.

26.5ins. ins.

2092 8 0 0
2615 10 0 0

3138 12 0 0
3661 14 0 0
418 16 0.01 0.0442
4707 18 0.015 0.0663
5230 20 o.C2 0. 0884.
5753 22 0.02 o. 0884.
6276 24 0.0225 0.0995
6799 26 0.0225 0.0995
7322 28 0.025 0.1105
7845 30 0.03 0.1326

10,080 0.04 0.1768
11,200 0.04 0.1768
12,320 0.0425 0.1879
13,440 0.050 0.221

0 0. 010*

*Amount of permanent reduction in diameter after reduaing the load W

to zero.

Thicknesses of case at loading points

t= 0.434 ins., t 2 = 0.514 ins.

Specified least thickness of case = to =. 285 ins.

Correction factor (para.5.4) = k, = 2 4 42

to 3(t-3 + t2-3 )

Ultimate tensile strength of material of case at loading points =

33 tons/in. and 32 tons/in.2 .

i - 11 -
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APPEIX II (Contd.)

Results of Tests aplied to 5CO, lb M.C. Bomib BodY

Table 2

Test 2 - Loads applied in the plane 1,2 ins. forwards
of suspension JuA

2 3 4
I Equivalent Observed deflection, y, CoiTesponding deflection,

Load number of (ohange in diameter) duo yo, vrdth minimum thilaess
W tiers to the applioation of W. of oao a ky t 2.71y.

= W + 261.5 ins. ins.

2092 8 0 0
2615 10 0 0
3138 12 0.005 0.0136
3661 14 0.005 0.0136
4184. 16 0.015 o.0U.07
4-707 18 0.0175 0. 4.74
5230 20 0.020 0.0542
5753 22 0.0275 0.0745
6276 24 0.030 0.0813
6799 26 0.030 0.0813
7322 28 0.035 0.0949
7845 30 0.0375 .o16

10,080 0.055 0.149
11,200 0.060 o.1626
12,320 0.070 0.1897
13,440 0.080 0.2168

0 0. 01 I

*Amount of permanent reduction in diameter after reducing the load W
to zero.

Thicknesses of case (E'ig.1):-

t I = 0.328 ins., t2 = 0.478 ins., t3 = 0.400 ins., t4 = 0.490 ins.

Specified least thickness of case to = 0.285 ins.

Correction factor (para.5.4).

=k2  4.97 - 2.71
to 3 (1.47 (ti-3 + t 2 - 3 ) + t3 -

3 + t4-3]

Ultimate tinsile strength o6 materia. of case at loading points
= 32.5 tons/in.z and 34 tons/in.

-12-
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Ro . oits , 0&o± appito--oo Ib -.Bomb Body

Table 1.

Tot . . Loods, aplie... in tho plahio IZ. 0 ins. aft
of"EMDO n"1.oh, lug ... .. .. , ....

.. 2 . "3.. .. ..... ...... 4.. .

qivaetObserved'eflcibn, y, Corrosponding &oflootion, '
Load -number of' (ohangc in dimotor) .:du. -with minimfin thiickness

17 tiers to the applicatio4 or .... 9 ae 2
Mfg.29), (pat&. .3 0) o~os~~=~6y. . ..... - " ? " .... :.,-.. . .. i ... ...... ......... . . .

3672 6 0.0025 0.00405

4896 8., 0.005 - 0.0081
6120 10 0.010 0.0162
7344 12" 0.015 • .. 0.0243
8568 14 . 0.020 . 032,4.
9792 16... 0.025 . 0o.05

11,o16 18. 0.030 0.0 48'6
12,240 20 0.0325 0.0527
13,4.64 22 . 0.0375 O.0608"
14,688 24 0.0425 o. 0689
15,912 26 0. 00425 0.0689,
17,136 28 0.0475 . 0.0770
18,360 39. 0.0525 0.0851
24,480 i:.40 0.0725 0.1175

0 0 0.0075: O. 01215*
24,480 40 . 0.0725 0.1175
30,600 50 0.0975 . 0.1580
36,720 0.60 .125 0. O.2Q250

* '0 0.0275* ~ . 0.046?~............. ....... ... - " ......... U+6

*Amount of permanent reduction in diameter after reducing the previous

load W to zero.

Thiolesses of case at loading points':+

t i = 0.579 ins., t 2 = 0.551' ins.

Specified least thiokness of case, to 0.48 ins.

Correction factor, (-k 2 1.62.

Ultimate tensile strength of arteribl of case at loing .,Voints
= 35.2 tons/in. 2 and 37.5 tons/in.

- 13 -
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APPEMIX III (Contd.)

Results of Tests applied to 1000 lb M., Bcb Body

Table 2

Test 2 - Loads applied in the plane of the suspension lug

2 3 4
I Equivalent Observed deflection, y, Corresponding deflection,

Load number of (change in diameter) duey, with minimum thickness
1 tiers to the applicaion o f W. o? case k 001 72y'(Para-, ( .3.3)

V + 612 ins.in.°

3672 6 0 0
S4896 8 O. 005 O.o008

6120 10 0. 010 O, 0172

7344 12 0.015 0.0258
8568 14 0.025 o. U430
9792 16 0.030 o.o516

11,016 18 0.035 o.0602
12,240 20" 0.040 O.0688
13,464 22 0.0475 o.0817
14,688 24 0.050 o.0860
15,912 26 0.0575 0.0989
17,136 28 O.0625 0. 1075
18,36o 30 0.0675 .1161
214,480 40 0.100 0.1720

0 0 0. 005* O.0086*
24,480 40 0.100 0.1720
30,600 50 0.1275 0.2193
36,720 60 o.165 0.2838

0 0 0.030* o.0516*

*Amount of permanent reduction in diameter after reducing the previous

load W to zero.

Thicknesses of case (Fig.1):-

ti = 0.567 ins., t 2 = 0.555 ins., t 3  0.600 ins., t 4 = 0.590 ins.

Specified least thickness of case = 0.48 ins.

Correction factor (para.5.4)

4.97
k2= 1.72.

to3 [1.47 (tl"3 + t2
"3) + t3 "

3 + t473]

Ultimate tnsile strength of material of case at loading points
- 38.5 tons/in.

-14-
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APPENDIX IV

DerivatIf n of the Correction Factors ki and k2 (para.5.4)

Consider' a ring of uniform Width and mean radius a to. which equal
and opposite loads,-4 are applied at A and B as shbvai in 'Tig.3(a). On: the

section just to the right of the point A there will, in general, be a

homent Me, a shear force Vo, and a direct force H, (Fig.3(b)). If,the
ring is of uniform radial thickness, Vo = .1, Ho = 0 and M0 - Wa . If

the ring is not uniform in thickness, Vo, H., and M. differ slightly from
these values, but for the present purpose, and for the variations which
have to be considered here, such differences are considered small enough
to bq neglected.

With the usual notation and the usual assumption that only the strain
energy in. beanding need be considered, the deflootion of A rolative to Al
(Fg.3(a)) is

e=2
..au au am~. I a

-Je -" - ade (a)
Y TV am CY' E =0 I ay!

For a ring of uniform -width and uniform radial thickness to we may write
Ei = cto3 where c is" a constants so -that..

a MV am 4a am- .- d
y y, say, =-- a J M d (2)

S0 o0 =0

Taking the values of 'V , Ho and Mo given above we have, at any point "X"
defined by E(Fig. 3(B)),

1 = M - Voa sin e = -a( 1  - sin 0) so thatM -:a(2 - sine)
7 22

and substituting this in (2),

for the uniform ring, yo 4T J - sin e) 2 d -O (149W 3

'= 0 Gt

If, instead of being uniform, the ring is of two thicknesses t1 and t 2
each of 'hich extend over half the circumference between points, on the
same horizontal diameter, equidistant from A and B (Fig.3(a)) thoe the
deflection, y, of A relative to B would be given (from equation (3)) by

Y -(°' + ;3 007451 a' (ti 3  t) 3 )

I
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APMIIX IV (Contd.)

Comparing.(5) and" ,.) it is ' seen that. the value of' the oorreoti-on factor
(para.5. 1), yo/y = k for 'use in the formula"y'-= kis.

kI = 2.9 + 0.0O745 + t2  (5)

0 to

If the ring is of four different thicknsses t1, t , t and
(Fig.1 Appendix II and Fig.l Appendix III), each extending over a quarter
of±.he circumference Yrith t1 and t2 extending an equal distanoe, circum-
ferentially, each aido of- A and B rospeotively then the defl.eotion of
A relaflve to 8 in

a de; +~v a- M dY =/ =/

E= -1/4 e =7t/.

0=57,/4 0 o=7,/4.

dd + - (6)ct 23 ot 3 3

By symmetry, and by analogy Yvith (3)

e =Y4 e--57V e4 :,/4

a! M -'d =a M3 d= 2a M am fe
. aw..6 aW aV

e =1/4=2 a3 (7)•M. _ .. r =sin e -2-,o s.,0441. 0 (7) .
I

0 =77V46=3V
similar, af /

6-57 * -

j (,-- sin ) =B.o0.o3 a. (8)

-16-
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APPENDIX IV (oontd.)

Substituting from (7) and (8) in (6) we have

0 0 4 1 +t 2 t3\4 + t(9)
waL (t1  )+00

so that the value of' the correction factor-(para.5. 1), Yo/y k2 say,
for use in the formula yo = k2y is, from (3) and (5),

k2  0 + [o.o14 (t,-3 + t 2 )+ 0.03 (;,3+ t -)], that isi0

k2 = 4.97 (0
t03 [1.47 ( 1 -3 + t-') + t 3 3+ t(0

-17-
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